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Abstract
This article is undertaken to assess the performance of domestic Malaysian banks before and after acquisition.
This paper focuses on two pairs of anchor banks which merged and acquired other minor banks in Malaysia from
year 2001 until 2013. The research period is 2 years before and 2 years after the acquisitions. The method being
used in this research is financial ratios and event study. Nine selected financial ratios were used in this research
to find the difference between pre and post acquisitions. Whereas event study is used to find the abnormal return,
average abnormal return, cumulative abnormal return, and t-test hypothesis. The event window in this research is
a total of 21 days before and after the acquisitions including the actual day of the event announcement. The
results for this research indicate that there was improvement for Hong Leong Bank and EON Bank. RHB Bank
on the other hand was outperforming by Bank Utama. There were limitation when carrying out this research
such as difficulties to retrieve the needed annual report and historical price to conduct the investigation. The time
lag on certain banks performance may need more time to see a better result while others may perform well in
short period.
Keywords: domestic banks performance, acquisition, financial ratios, annual report, financial crisis
1. Introduction
Malaysia banking sector underwent a major transformation in year 2000 due to the Asian Financial Crisis in year
1997. Malaysia Central Bank which is also known as Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) initially planned for the 58
financial institutions (21 commercial banks, 25 finance companies, and 12 merchant banks) to merge into 10
anchor banks. According to Talha and Sallehhuddin (2005), there are two purposes of undergoing mergers, first
is to ensure domestic banks are able to handle financial sector liberalization by the year 2003 and also to increase
international competitive advantage. Second purpose of undergoing mergers is to create a stronghold of domestic
banks to survive when financial crisis occur. Establishment of the 10 anchor banks increases the depositors’
confidence and also established stronger and flexible banks (Talha & Sallehhuddin, 2005).
The form of 10 anchor banks was resulted from the pressure of the Central Bank as stated in Shanmugam and
Nair (2003). According to Shanmugam and Nair (2003), initially Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) planned to have
only six anchor banks in Malaysia and it was announced on 19 July 1999, however, due to objection from
various quarters, the government increased the number of 6 anchor banks to 10 anchor banks. The program of
having 10 anchor banks is to reduce the numbers of financial institutions in Malaysia from 54 to 10 financial
institutions (Shanmugam & Nair, 2003).
Merger is combining two or more companies then the new company can either use a new name or either the
name of the buyer or the seller. Whereas, acquisition is where a company becomes history after the strong
company acquired the weaker company. According to Ong and Ng (2013), merger and acquisition in Malaysia
started in 1970s. During the financial crisis, the Malaysia government found that there was weakness in Malaysia
banking system. According to Shanmugam and Nair (2003), during the financial crisis, smaller banks were not
able to perform well. Therefore, the merging program of domestic banks aid the banks to be able to compete in
global market and able to meet the demand of the changing of domestic economic structure. Other than that,
merging and acquisition also helps the banking system to be more efficient (Shanmugam & Nair, 2003).
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According to Sufian and Habibullah (2009), BNM supports mergers between domestic banks. One of the
examples is during year 1994 where two-tier banking system was first introduced. The 2-tier system promotes
mergers among domestic banks and also it allows the higher capitalized banks with tier-1 status to provide
various ranges of financial products and services. However, the results were not that satisfying as there were
only few mergers taking place at that moment in order to obtain tier-1 banking group benefits, whereas the
smaller banks increases their capital to move from 2-tier to 1-tier banking group status (Sufian & Habibullah,
2009).
According to Said, Nor, Low, and Rahman (2008), the process of getting Malaysia domestic banks to merged
together were not going smoothly as the shareholders were protective over their own interests. This issue leads
the smaller commercial banks and financial institutions into great distress as the program of merge rs was first
introduced to tackle the non-performing loans problem faced by smaller commercial banks and financial
institutions during the financial crisis. In order to maintain a stable financial system, BNM came up with an
emergency plan that is to decrease the number of commercial banks to 34 in year 1997. However, between year
1997 and 1998, Malaysia banking system faced with another disaster. At that moment, BNM decided to form 10
anchor banking group and the main 10 anchor banks are Malayan Banking Berhad (Maybank),
Bumiputra-Commerce Bank Berhad, RHB Bank Berhad, Public Bank Berhad, Arab-Malaysian Bank Berhad,
Hong Leong Bank Berhad, Perwira Affin Bank Berhad, Multi-purpose Bank Berhad, EON Bank Berhad, and
Southern Bank Berhad (Said et al., 2008).
Merger and acquisition in Malaysia banking sector steadily increased over the year 2000 (Ong and Ng, 2013).
Though there are 10 anchor banks in Malaysia, slowly in year 2006, 10 anchor banks became nine anchor banks
as Southern Bank Berhad was acquired by CIMB Berhad in year 2006. In order for more merger and acquisition
activities, the government grants the permission to have stamp duty exemption and real estate gain tax.
According to Ong and Ng (2013), though Malaysia government supports the activity of mergers and acquisitions
between domestic banks, there is still no solid proof whether are they on the right track. Terjesen (2009) as cited
in Ong and Ng (2013) found that most findings from previous researchers on mergers and acquisitions is the
ability to decrease operating expenses, increase in market share and obtaining more competitive advantages.
From nine anchor banks, it turns out that EON Bank Berhad was acquired by Hong Leong Bank Berhad in
October 2011 which makes it only 8 anchor banks left in year 2011 (Ong & Ng, 2013). Two tables are shown as
follow concerning the mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activities going on throughout the year Malaysia started
the activity. Table 1 represents the number of bank in Malaysia being merged and acquired over the years since
1980s until year 2011.
Table 1. Year and number of banks in Malaysia
Year

Number of banks

1980

80 banks

1990

79 banks

Before Economic Recession in mid-1980
After Economic Recession in mid-1980
After Asian Financial Crisis
1997
1999
After Central Bank proposed major restructuring plan in February 2000
2003
2006
2011

73 banks
54 banks
10 banks
9 banks
8 banks

(Source: Central Bank of Malaysia, 1980-2011 as cited in Ong & Ng, 2013)
The causes of mergers and acquisitions are mostly to have a better performance in terms of finance and
management. According to Shanmugam and Nair (2003), the reason why Malaysia banks merged together was to
form a better baking system that is able to compete globally and more competitive. Other than that, the need to
merge was also due to the pressure given by the World Trade Organization that demanded for financial
liberalization from year 2003 (Shanmugam & Nair, 2003). Though merging of strong banks with weak banks is
to form a stronger and more competitive bank in global environment. However, the performance after the
merging program may not be the way it was expected to be. Therefore, a need to investigate the performance of
Malaysia domestic bank before and after acquisition is carried out.
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Table 2. First round of Malaysian Banks merger and acquisition (M&A)
Anchor Bank
Malayan Banking Berhad (Maybank)


































Bumiputra-Commerce Bank Berhad
RHB Bank Berhad

Public Bank Berhad

Arab-Malaysian Bank
Hong Leong Bank Berhad
Alliance Bank

Affin Bank
Southern Bank

EON Bank

Merger and Acquisition partner
The Pacific Bank Berhad
Phileo Allies Bank Berhad
Kewangan Bersatu Berhad
Bank Bumiputra
Interfinance Berhad
Delta Finance Berhad
Bank Utama (Malaysia) Berhad
Hock Hua Bank Berhad
Advance Finance
Sime Merchant Bankers
MBF Finance Berhad
Wah Tat Bank
Credit Corporation Malaysia
International Bank Malaysia
Sabah Bank
Sabah Finance
Bolton Finance
Bumiputra Merchant Bankers
Amanah Merchant Bank
BSN Commercial Bank
BSN Finance
BSN Merchant Bank
Ban Hin Lee Bank
Perdana Finance
Cempaka Finance
United Merchant Finance
Perdana Merchant Bankers
Oriental Bank
City Finance
Perkasa Finance
Malaysia International
Merchant Bankers

(Source: Bank Negara Malaysia as cited in Sufian & Abdul Majid, 2005)
According to Talha and Sallehhuddin (2005), several theories on value maximization of acquisition theory can be
found such as diversification of risk theory, coinsurance effect theory, efficiency theory, merger and debt capacity,
tax benefit theory, agency theory, asymmetric information theory, the monopolistic theory of acquisition, and
perfectly competitive acquisition market theory. However, two theories stated in Talha and Sallehhuddin (2005)
are chosen for this study which are diversification of risk theory and efficiency theory. The independent variables
are financial ratios and event study, whereas the dependent variable is the performance on Domestic Malaysian
banks.
Two methods were used in this study which are financial ratios and event study. Financial ratios are to find out
the differences between before and after mergers and acquisition of 2 selected anchor banks. The event method is
usually used to investigate whether shareholders are able to earn abnormal return. Event study is based on
efficient market hypothesis. Therefore, whether investors are able to earn abnormal return may also be related to
the form of market. There are three forms which are weak form, semi-strong form, and strong form. Financial
ratios can be categorized into few groups which are liquidity, activity, leverage, profitability, and market. The use
of financial ratios is to find out assess whether a firm is able to perform better after the merger and acquisition.
Whereas, event study methodology is to find out whether shareholders are able to earn abnormal return after the
announcement. The independent variables are the financial ratios and the event study. These two independent
variables are to examine the performance of Malaysia domestic bank before and after merger and acquisition.
This research is organized by five sections. The introduction of the study is discussed in Section 1. Section 2 is
the literature review which is going to discuss on various views of previous researches related to this article.
Research methodology and data collection is going to be presented in Section 3, while Section 4 is concerning
the result and the discussion on the result. A conclusion is going to be discussed in the final section of this study,
other than that, recommendations for future research and limitations for this research are going to be presented in
the final section as well.
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2. Research Objectives
i.

To examine the financial ratios of two anchor banks which are RHB Banks Berhad (acquired Bank
Utama (Malaysia) Berhad) and Hong Leong Bank Berhad (acquired EON Bank Berhad).

ii.

To investigate the abnormal return (AR), average abnormal return (AAR), cumulative average
abnormal return (CAAR), and the t-statistics for both acquirer and being acquired banks.

iii.

To investigate whether investors are able to earn an abnormal return after the event announcement.

3. Literature Reviews
Financial ratios can be one of the methods to assess a bank or company performance using the calculated
percentage or ratios. Event study is used to find the abnormal return (AR), average abnormal return (AAR),
cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR), and t-statistic to find out whether investors can earn abnormal
return. However, two cases of acquisitions were chosen from the rest of the banks acquisitions as the annual
report is needed in the financial ratios and historical prices is needed for the event study. Certain banks are not
listed in Bursa Malaysia, therefore, no historical annual report can be retrieved. Other than that, certain banks
which have been required may not be listed anymore, therefore, is difficult to retrieve the historical prices which
is needed for event study.
4. Financial Ratios
Banks, financial institutions, or companies generally use financial ratios to assess the performance before and
after mergers and acquisition to point out the weakness, whether after the mergers and acquisition they have
better performance. According to Talha and Sallehhuddin (2005), by using total liability to total asset (TLOTA),
total liabilities to equity (TLOE), times interest earned (TIE), and cash debt coverage ratio (CDCR) to analysis
the impact or merger and acquisition on debt management ratio, the results shows that mergers and acquisition of
Malaysia banks sector generally improve the debt management ratio. According to Said et al. (2008), findings
using the method of financial ratios on 4 out of 9 mergers in America show that there was improveme nt in cost
efficiency, however, the rest 5 mergers in America show no improvement. According to Ong and Ng (2013), the
performance before and after mergers and acquisitions for Malaysia banks using financial ratios such as total
debt ratio (TDR), debt to equity ratio (DTE), interest coverage ratio (ICR), return on assets (ROA), return on
equity (ROE), and earnings per share (EPS) overall shows not much of significant relationship and not much
improvement in term of leverage ratios and also the performance of Malaysia bank after the mergers and
acquisition. According to Liargovas and Repousis (2011), this research in on Greek banking sector, by using
financial ratios, the results shows that the Greek banking sector has low market shares. Thus, Financial ratio s are
commonly use to assess the performance of pre-merger and post-merger to find out whether a bank or financial
institutions perform well after the merger.
4.1 Event Study
According to Liargovas and Repousis (2011), event study is based on the theory o f efficient market hypothesis
which was developed by Fama. In efficient market hypothesis (EMH), there are three forms which are weak
form, semi-strong form, and strong form of efficient market. Weak form reflects historical prices, semi-strong
includes public available information, and strong form reflects both publicly and privately information.
Generally, event study uses the “normal” and the “abnormal” return analysis which is calculated on asset pricing
method basis. By using the event study methodology, Liargovas and Repousis found that the bidder banks have
lower cumulative abnormal return than the targeted banks (Liargovas & Repousis, 2011). According to Capron
and Pistre (2002), event study can help in estimating the acquirer abnormal return and the result shows that in
order for the acquirers to earn abnormal return, the corporate control have to be imperfectly competitive.
According to Song and Walkling (2000), there are few implications of the acquisition probability hypothesis.
First, targeted firms are able to earn positive abnormal returns. Second, there is a relationship between the
average abnormal return of targeted firms with the degree of surprise correlated with the event announcement.
Third, the cross-sectional difference is that the abnormal return of targeted firms is related to the variables of
possibility of acquisition which means smaller firms has the largest probability of acquisition due to lower
managerial ownership, big debt capacity, and slow growth. Last, targeted firms are able to gain more return after
the acquisitions (Song & Walkling, 2000).
5. Data and Methodology
This study is conducted to examine the performance of two anchor Malaysian domestic banks before and after
acquisitions by using financial ratios and event study to find out whether acquisitions really help in having better
performance than not undergoing acquisitions. Secondary data was used for this research such as annual report,
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historical prices, and Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange index (KLSE). Two cases were chosen for this study which
is RHB bank Berhad with Bank Utama (Malaysia) Berhad and Hong Leong Bank Berhad with EON Bank
Berhad. And the period of study is 2 years before and 2 years after the merger and acquisition. The chosen two
anchor banks were Hong Leong Bank Berhad acquired EON Bank in year 2011 and RHB Bank Berhad was the
last acquisition activity in year 2000. The period of time for RHB Bank Berhad and Bank Utama (Malaysia)
Berhad is from year 2001 to 2005. As for Hong Leong Bank Berhad and EON Bank Berhad, the period is 2009
to 2013. The annual report was used for the financial ratios part to find out the difference between before and
after merger and acquisition. The financial ratios and event study have the possibility to examine the
performance of Domestic Malaysian banks before and after the acquisition. For the event study, the null
hypothesis will be rejected if the t-statistic is larger than the critical value at 1% or 5% level of significance.
There are different categories of financial ratios. However, not all the financial ratios are used in this study. The
selected financial ratios to examine the performance of Malaysia domestic bank before and after merger and
acquisition are Return on assets (ROA), Return on equity (ROE), Earnings per Share (EPS) , Return on capital
employed (ROCE) , Earnings before interest and tax/ total assets (EBITOTA), Debt-to-equity ratio (DER), Total
liability to total assets (TLOTA), Total liabilities to equity (TLOE), and Longer-term debt to total assets
(LTDOTA). These are determined by the following formula;
Table 3. Formulas for selected financial ratios
Dependent Variables

Formulas

Return on equity (ROE)
=

Net income
×100
Stockholders' equity

=

Net income
×100
Total assets

=

Net profit
×100
Average outstanding shares

=

Gross profit + Interest on long term liabilities
×100
Shareholders equity - long term debt

=

Earnings before interest and tax
×100
Total assets

=

Total liabilities
Shareholders' equity

Return on total asset (ROA)

Earnings per share (EPS)

Independent Variables
Return on capital employed (ROCE)

Earnings before interest and tax/ total assets (EBITOTA)

Debt-to-equity ratio (DER)

Total liability to total assets (TLOTA)
=
Total liabilities to equity (TLOE)
=

Total liability
Total assets

Total liability
Total equity

Longer-term debt to total assets (LTDOTA)
=

𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠

5.1 Event Study
In order to conduct event study methodology, there are few elements that needed to be calculated before
proceeding with t-tests. These elements consist of returns for both security and market index, expected return
and also abnormal return. An abnormal return is defined as the actual return (determined using arithmetic
percentages) less the expected return by the firm’s beta, given the market return. The abnormal return represents
the part of the return that is not predicted and is, therefore, an estimate of the change in firm value on a day,
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which is caused by the event (merger announcement). The expected return represents the return that would be
expected if no event took place. The firm’s beta is measured over an estimation period of 216 days prior to eve nt
window and the actual return is measured over a period of 10 days before and after the announcement date
(event window of 21 days and announcement date is designated as day 0 in event window). The Figure 1 shows
the timeline for event study.

Figure 1. Timeline for event study
Event window represents possible leakages of information before merger is announced and possible stock price
reactions after merger is announced and it finally captures all the effects on stock prices of the event. The merger
announcement date, daily stock prices, daily Kuala Lumpur Composite Index, as well as information about the
merger and acquisition, was mainly collected from Bursa Saham website and Yahoo Finance. The impact of an
event can be estimated by measuring the abnormal return. The abnormal return is the difference between the
return and the expected return over the event window. Firstly, daily returns of each securities price were
calculated over the estimation window and event window using the equation below:

𝑅𝑡 =

𝑙𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1
× 100
𝑙𝑡−1

Where,
𝑅𝑡 = stock daily rate of return on t day,
𝑙 𝑡 = stock closing value on t day,
𝑙 𝑡−1 = stock index closing value on t-1 day.
To calculate expected return, the Market Model Method is used. It is the most widely used method in event study
literature because the Market Model takes explicit account of the risk associated with the market and mean
returns. It is estimated by running the following regression over estimation period by using Ordinary Least
Squared (OLS) model:
𝑅𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖𝑡 𝑅𝑚𝑡 + 𝑒𝑖𝑡
Where,
𝑅𝑖𝑡 = return on security i for day t,
𝑅𝑚𝑡 = return on KLCI for day t,
𝛼𝑖𝑡 = intercept for security i for day t,
𝛽𝑖𝑡 = slope for security i for day t,
𝑒𝑖𝑡 = error term for security i.
Parametric tests were carried out for Average Abnormal Returns (AARs) and Cumulative Average Abnormal
Returns (CAARs). AARs refers to average abnormal return and CAARs represent the average total effect of the
event across all firms over a specified time interval. Two cases of mergers and acquisitions and use t -test and
hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: Ho: AAR= 0 and H1: AAR≠ 0
Hypothesis 2: Ho: CAAR= 0 and H1: CAAR≠ 0
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The Ho hypothesis tests if stocks that are affected by the event act will not experience Average Abnormal Returns
or Cumulative Average Abnormal Returns and H1 hypothesis tests if stocks that are affected by the event act will
experience negative or positive Average Abnormal Returns or Cumulative Average Abnormal Returns, where
each abnormal security return is normalized by its estimation period standard deviation. Analytically:
tAAR =

AARt
S(AARt)

Then, standard deviation is estimated as
𝑇0

𝑆(𝐴𝐴𝑅 ) = √∑
𝑡=1

∑ 𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑡2
𝑇0 − 1

Where,
𝑇0

= number of days in the estimation period.

The t-test assumes that the individual abnormal returns are cross-sectionally independent and identically
distributed. Also estimate t-statistic for CAARs by dividing CAARs with standard deviation:
tCAAR =

tCAAR

√T*S(AAR)
If statistic tests show that t-statistic is higher or equal to a crucial price, then null hypotheses will be rejected
which means that AARs or CAARs will be statistically significant.
6. Findings and Discussion
The Domestic Malaysian banks, RHB Bank Berhad and Hong Leong Bank Berhad, are chosen based on the
occurrence of acquisition after year 2000. The performance of selected Malaysian domestic banks before and
after the event is shown in tables and figures. Relevant financial ratios are used to investigate the performance of
the Malaysian domestic banks of pre- and post- acquisition. The event study is being used in this research to find
out the Abnormal return (AR), Average Abnormal Return (AAR), Cumulative Average Abnormal Return
(CAAR), and the t-statistics.
6.1 Empirical Results for Financial Ratios
The financial ratios which are used to assess the performance and capital structure of 2 chosen Malaysian
domestic banks 2 years before and 2 years after the acquisition and acquisition are return on equity (ROE), return
on total assets (ROA), earnings per share (EPS), return on capital employed (ROCE), earnings before interest
and tax (EBITOTA), debt-to-equity ratio (DER), total liability to total assets (TLOTA), total liabilities to equity
(TLOE), and longer-term debt to total assets (LTDOTA). The following table shows the summary results on the
performance of 2 selected Malaysian domestic banks 2 years before and 2 years after acquisition using the
financial ratios.
From table 4, there was an increment for the ROE, ROCE, EPS, EBITOTA, and DER. ROE indicates the
management’s performance (Brigham and Houston, 2007). The higher the ROE means the surplus funds can be
invested to improve business operations without having additional investment of capital from shareholders
(Graham and Zweig, 2003).
This increment of ROE shows RHB bank is efficiently generating income on new investment. A higher ROCE
indicates more efficient use of capital. This increase in ROCE shows that the firm is generating profit. Earnings
per share (EPS) indicate how much earnings has been generated per share of stock during the reported period. As
a firms earnings increase, earnings per share looks better and the firm releasing more shares increases the
number of shares outstanding (Gyimah and Oscar, 2011). This increment in EPS shows that the new bank is
improving in the earning power. The EBITOTA shows an increment after the acquisition, which means the new
bank, is generating stable operating income. The increment of DER shows that is not a good sign as it indicate
that the new bank is borrowing a big proportion of asset from other financial institutions.
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Table 4. Summary of financial ratio before and after the merger of RHB Bank Berhad and Bank Utama
(Malaysia) Berhad

There was a decrease in ROA, TLOTA, and LTDOTA. ROA ratio is used to measure how much profit the
company can generate with each dollar of assets. The higher ROA indicate the company is performing well
(Brigham and Houston, 2007). But there is a decrease in ROA and it shows that the new bank uses a great deal of
debt in which the high interest rate expenses cause the net income to be relatively low. TLOTA is also known as
a debt ratio. Decrease in TLOTA shows a good sign as the new bank does not rely much on debt and the asset
and equity is higher than the liabilities. Decrease in LTDOTA suggests that the firm has lesser outstanding loans
as compared to total assets that it owns.
From table 5, there was a decrement for the ROE, ROA, ROCE, DER, TLOTA and TLOE. This decrement on
ROE shows that the new bank is efficiently not generating much income on new investment.
Table 5. Summary of financial ratio before and after the merger of Hong Leong Bank Berhad and EON Bank
Berhad

Decrease in ROA shows that the new bank uses a great deal of debt in which the high interest rate expenses
cause the net income to be relatively low. Decrease in ROCE shows that the firm is not generating much profit.
The decrement of DER shows that the new bank is not relying on external funds. Decrement in TLOTA and
TLOE is a good sign as the new bank does not rely much on debt and it shows that the asset and equity is higher
than the liabilities.
There was an increase in EPS, EBITOTA, and LTDOTA. Increase in EPS shows that the new bank is improving
in the earning power. The EBITOTA shows an increment after the acquisition, which means the new bank is
generating stable operating income. Increment in LTDOTA suggests that the firm has a high an outstanding loan
as compared to total assets that it owns.
6.2 Results of Event Study
The used of event study is to investigate whether to reject the null hypothesis (Ho) at a certain level of significant.
In this section, the results of abnormal return (AR), average abnormal return (AAR), and cumulative abnormal
return (CAAR), and t-statistic are shown in the form of tables and figures.
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6.3 Abnormal Return (AR)
The two tables as follow show the abnormal returns for the 2 selected Domestic Malaysian banks and the
targeted banks during the event window.
From Table 6, it shows the abnormal return for RHB Bank and Bank Utama. RHB Bank shows more negative
abnormal return than Bank Utama. Before the announcement on average, RHB Bank has more negative value
compare to Bank Utama. On the day of the announcement, RHB Bank has yet to show a positive value. Bank
Utama on the other hand, shows a positive AR on the day of the announcement with 1.3183. After the
announcement, Bank Utama outperforms RHB bank as the AR for Bank Utama increase after the day of the
announcement. Bank Utama has its highest AR on the 10th day after the event announcement. For RHB Bank,
reject the null hypothesis at 5% level of significance for the 5th day before the announcement and on the day of
the announcement and the 1st day to the 10th day after the announcement. The t-statistic shows a negative value,
therefore, they have a negative relationship which means the stock price decreases after the announcement. As
for Bank Utama the stock prices increase as reject the null hypothesis at 5% level of significance. There is a
positive relationship between the stock price and after the event announcement.
Table 6. Abnormal return (AR) for RHB Bank Berhad and Bank Utama (Malaysia) Berhad

Table 7 below shows the abnormal return and t-statistic computed for Hong Leong Bank Berhad. On the event
day, the company abnormal return is 0.6642 which means that the company is generating an above average
return. However, from the t-value of 0.6758, there was not enough statistical evidence to reject the null
hypothesis which is the stock price was no affected by the event. On day t=1, which is the day after the
announcement is made by EON Bank, Hong Leong Bank still show a positive abnormal return trend and it
becomes the higher value after the announcement. This indicates that the company stock prices increase after the
announcement. After that, the abnormal return decrease on t=2 but still showing a positive value and increase
again on t=3. This increasing trend has remained until on the days 5 after the announcement. After the
announcement on days 5, this value is slightly decreased until it becomes the negative value. The decreasing
trend and negative value of abnormal return for Hong Leong Bank Berhad shows that the company generating
returns which is below the market return.
As refer to the t-statistic as shown in table 7, on day t=1, Hong Leong Bank stock price start to react to the
announcement. There is enough statistical evidence to reject null hypothesis at 5 percent significant level when it
is on the t=2 days because the t statistic which 2.4429 is larger than the 1.96 or 5% level of significance. Again,
the stock price is highly reacting positively towards the announcement.
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Table 7. Abnormal return (AR) for Hong Leong Bank Berhad and EON Bank Berhad

This indicates that the investors are happy and confidence with the takeover decision. The investors believe that
the takeover can help the company to stand a position in the highly competitive banking world. As can be seen in
the table 7 above, Hong Leong Bank Berhad stock price fluctuated before the event day. On t=-10 day, the
company is showing a negative abnormal return. Although the abnormal return turn to positive on t=-6 and t=-5
day, but it drops to negative value again on t=-4 day. However, one trading days before the announcement is
made the company abnormal returns show a positive value which is 1.3392. Although the increase of share price
does not big until affect the t-value, but since it is near to the event day, so it cannot be denied that part of the
investor actually identify something and start to invest before the stock price go up after the announcement is
made.
From Eon Bank abnormal return before announcement, the stock performance of the EON bank actually is good
as the abnormal return are mostly in the positive value although the value does not seen higher than after the
announcement is made. As shown in table 7, the company has a negative abnormal return of -0.01368 of t=-9 day,
-0.00222 on days -8, -0.00609 on t=-4 day, -0.55366 on t=-2 and -0.02227 on t=-1. On t=-10 day, the company is
showing a positive abnormal return of 0.12539 and same goes to t=-7 day, which the company start to show a
positive abnormal return of 0.568229 before it go to negative abnormal return on t=-4 day. Moreover, the
company’s abnormal return go back to normal which is 2.199601 on t=-3day and on this day the abnormal return
reach a maximum point among other trading day before the announcement. On day t=1, which is the day after
the announcement, reject the null hypothesis at 5% level of significance as the t-value if 3.0381. This shows that
the investors are giving a good response to the announcement.
6.4 Average Abnormal Return (AAR)
As for average abnormal return (AAR), it is shown in the following tables and figures. The tables and figures
shows the average abnormal returns (AARs) for the 2 selected domestic Malaysia banks with the targeted banks
across the event period.
From the Figure 2 below, it shows that AAR for RHB Bank Berhad is going downwards. On the other hand, the
AAR for Bank Utama is fluctuating gradually. This shows that the shareholders for RHB Bank were not able to
earn abnormal return for the period of (-10, 10). On the 6 th day after the event, the AAR for RHB Bank began to
drop dramatically until the 9 th day after the event.
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Figure 2. Average abnormal return (AAR) for RHB Bank Berhad and Bank Utama (Malaysia) Berhad
Before the event announcement, RHB Bank was able to perform better and the shareholders were able to earn
abnormal return but after the event. As for Bank Utama, after the event announcement the AAR for Bank Utama
began to increase from day 1 after the announcement to day 4. Although the AAR drop from the 6 th day to the 9th
day, the AAR increase back again on the 10 th day after the event announcement.

Figure 3. Average abnormal return (AAR) for Hong Leong Bank Berhad and EON Bank Berhad
As refer to the Figure 3 above, it shows that the EON Bank has a more stable average abnormal return than Hong
Leong Bank before the acquisition. EON Bank shows a consistent positive value for AAR before the event
announcement. However, it was different for Hong Leong Bank as it shows more negative AAR than EON Bank
before the event announcement. There is a big difference between the highest average abnormal return for EON
Bank Berhad and Hong Leong Bank Berhad before the announcement date. For example, the highest average
abnormal return for EON Bank Berhad is on day t=-3 (4.560234) and it is in a positive value while the highest
average abnormal return for Hong Leong Bank Berhad is on t=-10 day (-0.15526) but it is in a negative value.
Through this circumstance, it can be said that the performance for EON Bank Berhad before the announcement
is better the performance for Hong Leong Bank Berhad. After the event announcement, Hong Leong Bank is
performing better than EON Bank. Hong Leong Bank shows a higher value of AAR than EON Bank. The higher
average abnormal return for Hong Leong Bank after the announcement was 14.75757 which also represent the
maximum point among the 21 days of trading, whereas, the highest point for EON Bank was 7.227188. Overall,
the performances for both banks were considered better than before the event announcement.
6.5 Cumulative Average Abnormal Return (CAAR)
The cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR) for the 2 selected Malaysian domestic banks and the targeted
banks are presented in a table form which is as follow.
Table 8 shows the cumulative average abnormal return for RHB Bank Berhad and Bank Utama (Malaysia)
Berhad. The cumulative residual for a stock price for each day is the actual day stock price residual plus the prior
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day of cumulative residual. From Table 8, it shows that the on the day of the announcement ( -1, 0) RHB Bank
has a negative abnormal return of -6.1752. The Table 8 also shows that for the event period of (-10, +10), (-10,
-1), (-1, 0), (-1, +1), (0, +1), and (+1, +10) for RHB Bank, all of it shows a negative value, on the other hand,
Bank Utama (Malaysia) shows a rather better result of CAARs than RHB Bank with all positive value.
According to the t-test rejection rule, reject null hypothesis if t-statistic is higher than t-critical value. Therefore,
from the Table 8, reject the null hypothesis for (-10, +10) and (0, +1) for RHB Bank and Bank Utama at 5% level
of significance. It can be concluded that although (0, +1) was rejected, because it was the first day after the event
announcement, it cannot be concluded that the mergers and acquisitions of RHB Bank with Bank Utama has no
improvement as it takes times. As the new bank has just been established, the shareholders may not be able to
obtain the latest information yet even though it is made public.
Table 8. Cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR) for RHB Bank Berhad and Bank Utama (Malaysia)
Berhad

(-10, +10)
(-10, -1)
(-1, 0)
(-1, +1)
(0, +1)
(+1, +10)

RHB Bank Berhad
CAAR
CAAR t-test
-56.2076
-5.9569*
-13.0692
-1.3851
-6.1752
-0.6545
-5.9674
-0.6324
-39.9555
-4.2345*
-8.9597
-0.9496

Bank Utama (Malaysia) Berhad
CAAR
CAAR t-test
42.7233
5.1450*
10.4710
1.2610
2.5395
0.3058
3.1330
0.3773
30.3233
3.6517*
3.7435
0.4508

(* reject Ho at 5% level of significant)
Table 9. Cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR) for Hong Leong Bank Berhad and EON Bank Berhad

(-10, +10)
(-10, -1)
(-1, 0)
(-1, +1)
(0, +1)
(+1, +10)

CAAR
9.9412
-2.1712
2.0034
7.6687
11.4482
9.0079

Hong Leong Bank Berhad
CAAR t-test
1.0530
-0.2300
0.2122
0.8123
1.2126
0.9542

CAAR
7.0499
3.9843
0.6393
2.5575
2.4040
2.5352

EON Bank Berhad
CAAR t-test
1.5660
0.8851
0.1420
0.5681
0.5340
0.5632

(* reject Ho at 5% level of significant)
From Table 9, it shows that the CAARs value for both banks has more positive value than negative value. The
only negative CAAR is on (-10,-1) for Hong Leong Bank. The highest CAAR between these two banks is Hong
Leong Bank (0, +1) with 11.4482. As all the t-statistic is lower than the critical value, do not reject the null
hypothesis at 5% level of significance. This shows that shareholders were able to earn abnormal return during
that period of time. However, on the (-10, -1), Hong Leong has a negative value with -2.1712 and EON Bank has
a positive value with 3.9843 which shows that on (-10,-1) the shareholders for EON Bank were able to earn
higher abnormal return than Hong Leong shareholder.
7. Limitations of Study
There were several limitations when this research is ongoing such as time lag effects, various financial ratios
may be the possible indicators, and difficulty in retrieving annual report. This research is to investigate the
performance of Domestic Malaysian banks before and after acquisition and two cases were chosen which are
RHB Bank Berhad with Bank Utama (Malaysia) Berhad, and Hong Leong Bank Berhad with EON Bank Berhad.
The performance after acquisition among the banks could have been different. Certain banks are able to achieve
better performance in a short period, whereas, some banks may need a longer period of time to achieve it. There
are many more financial ratios that can be used to examine the performance of a mergers and acquisition case
other than the ones mentioned in this research. Therefore, there is no definite answer which ratios has the most
appropriate outcome in measuring the performance of before and after acquisition between banks or firms. The
answer may be indecisive when using different financial ratios, it may also give questionable evide nce.
This research data are mostly from annual report from selected banks and historical prices which belong into the
category of secondary data. However, certain historical price cannot be found in any reliable website such as
KLSE website, Yahoo Finance, and Google Finance. Other than that, different website may have different
historical prices on the same bank which may cause the result to vary and the answer may not give definite
evidence. In addition, in order to be listed in KLSE, a bank or company must be listed in Bursa Malaysia first.
Some banks that underwent acquisition were not listed in Bursa Malaysia, therefore, is difficult to retrieve the
historical price and the annual report.
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8. Conclusion
In conclusion, there was not enough and solid evidence to prove that mergers and acquisition helps in
performing better for Malaysian domestic banks. However, there was some improvement for Hong Leong Bank
and EON Bank. RHB Bank on the other hand was outperforming by Bank Utama. This shows that the event
announcement for RHB Bank and Bank Utama has not much affected compared to Hong Leong Bank and EON
Bank. Overall, the result has no absolute significant relationship between the dependent variable and the
independent variables especially for RHB bank as there were not much improvement in terms of financial ratio
and abnormal return. This may be due to the debt RHB has before the announcement as it was higher than the
debt to equity ratio of Bank Utama. Many reasons may cause a bank not to be able to perform well. It can be due
to different era of economic or time as different banks need different time to improve and different economic
environment may influence a banks’ situation as well.
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